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M0 Theoretical Studies on the Effect of Bond An이e Distortion in Pyrazine

Ikchoon Le❹* and Ho Soon Kim

Department of Chemistry tnha University. Incheon 160t Korea {Received November 10, 1983)

An enhancement of through-bond interaction by bond angle distortion in pyrazine was examined using various MO methods. 
Resets of MINDO/3 geometry optimization with an angle (a) at Ct atom fixed to 120^90° lead to distorted structures in 
which the distorted bond is brought closer toward lone pair orbital w of TV atom. It was also found that the bond angle 
distortion increased the P character at the atom 辱 resulting in an increased vicin이 overlap between n and the C2-C3 bond. 
The FMO patterns of g framework showed three-fold degeneracy, one of which was of different symmetry which mixes in 
the symmetry adapted pair, n+ and n_\ both n+ and n_ orbit^s thus can interact with both FMOs of the a framework. 
The LCBO-MO analysis with partial elimination of bonds, antibonds or both, however, revealed that the main interaction 
of n+ was with the HOrr and that of n_ was with the LU-。* orbital of the a framework.

Introductioo

According to 나*e perturbation molecular orbital (PMO) 
theory of orbital interactions1, through-space (TSI) and 
through-bond interaction (TBI) energies of two nonbonding 
orbitals,街 and n2, are obtained as first order and second 
order perturbation energy terms respectively. It has been 
shown1 that the evaluation of second order (TBI) terms 
is simplified since interaction of the symmetry adapted pair, 
〃斗=丸1+义2 and = with one of the frontier MOs 
(FMO) always vanishes because of different symmetries 
involved in the two interacting orbitals depending on the 
number, N, of the intervening o bonds, as summarized in 
Table 1. This has been succinctly demonstrated using FMO 
patterns of the ^-framework obtained based on the “C一 

approximation".

Recently it has been shown in a spectroscopic study of a 
cyclobutapyrazine derivative (I) that TBI of the two nitrogen 
lone-pair orbitals is enhanced due to distortion of bond 

angles at carbons 2 and 3 of pyrazine ring (II)2.
This has been ascribed to an enhancement of the P character 
of the a bond orbital through which the interaction occurs.

In this work we have carried out detailed analysis of the 
enhanced TBI due to bond angle distortion using pyrazine 
as a model within the framework of PMO theory of orbital 
interactions.

TABLE 1: Through-bond Interaction Schemes between n± and 
FMOs of ^-framework

symmetry 
adapted pair

framework <r-FMO
N=odd JV=even

HOw
(S)

LU-o* 
Q4)

HO— 
U)

LUt卢

(S)

«+ (S) y 0 0 —X
(4) 0 —X y 0

S and A refer to symmetric and antisymmetric orbitals respec
tively. X and y arc the second order energy terms which are 
positive with > x.
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(I) enJo-3,4-pyrazinotricyclo [4.2.1.02 5]nonane

(H) Pyrazine

Computations

Geometries of various pyrazine structures were optimized 
with 나)e MINDO/3 method3 and the linear-combination-of- 
bond-orbitals (LCBO) calculations4 at the CNDO level 

were used to carry out 나le bond ((7)-antibond (zr*) analysis 
of orbitals. Ab initio (STO-3G) calculations5 have also been 
performed using 나le MINDO/3 optimized geometries.

Results and Discussion

The bond angle a in pyrazine was independently varied 
from 120° to 90° and for a fixed value of a, the other ge
ometries were optimized.
까k results summarized in Table 2 indicate that 나le effects 
of decreasing a 히e bond angle 0 increases whereas 7 dec
reases, and bond lengths b and d decrease while a and c 
increase. The fully distorted structure can be represented 
as III.

Energy levels of and n.. calculated with three differe-

nt methods using MINDO/3 geometries are summarized in 
Table 3, where the P character of the carbon 2 and S character 
of the lone pair in the n+ orbital are also included.
The level is in every case below n+ in accordance with the 
expectation from the odd number (N) of the intervening 
C-C bonds1. Reference to Table 3 reveals that irrespective 
of the method of computation, bond angle (a) distortion 
induces further depression of h_ and elevation of 力+ levels. 
Il is also seen from 나lis latde that these changes are acco
mpanied with an increase in the P 나laracier of the carbon 
흐 and with a r히aliv미y small decrease in the S character of 
the lone pair orbital2-6.

Vicinal overlap integrals S7 between n and bond, (7, and 
antibond, tr*, orbitals of a and d are given in Table 4. 
Alsolute values of S lend to increase for the overlap between 
h and a, | Sna ； and | Sna* |, 아hile those for the overlap betw- 
een n and d* \ Snd \ and 후 ] , tend to decrease, 
although the decrease in the latter is seen to be much 
smaller than the increase in 아ic former.

Data in the Table 3, 4 and 5 are of course inter-related. 
Optimized geometries have 아lown that n and a are brought 
doser while n and d become farther apart as the angle a is 
decreased; natural consequences are the increase in |S“이 

and the relatively small decrease in | Snd \, which in turn 
will result in the enhanced TBI. The enhanced P character 
of the carbon 2 will also contribute to the increase in | Sna\ 
and hence in TBI호，이。

Energy s미itting,energy change, Se=eav~EG)

TABLE 2: MINDO/3 Optimized Geometries of Pynudne with 
Fixed Bond Angle a

a 8 7 a b c d

120 120.7 118.5 1.409 1.335 1.335 1.409
105 122.2 H5.6 1.433 E321 1.349 1.405
95 123.2 113.3 E460 1.313 1.361 1.399
93 123.2 113.2 1.466 1.311 1.362 1.398
90 123.2 113.1 1.479 1.308 L364 1.395
90* 124.4 H2.2 1.400* 1.327 1.350 1.411

*The bond-length a is fixed to 1.400A arbitrarily.

TABLE 3: Changes in Energy Levels of n+ and n_ Orbitals and in the S and P Characters as a is Changed

a
orbital energy (eV) S- 

character*
P- 

character*c._ £+

MINDO/3 120 一 9.940 一 7.778 0.210 0.256
105 -10.127 -7.709 0.206 0.296
95 -10.242 一 7.648 0.205 0.324
93 -10.231 -7.610 0.204 0.329
90 一니 0 .긔 9 一 7.559 0.203 0338

(90*) -10.111 一 7.67 고 0.205 0.3 그 4

STO-3G 120 -11 그 09 -8.598 0.321 0.그47
105 -11.560 一 8.543 0.308 0.284
90 -11.786 -8.310 。.고92 0.326

LCBO 120 -16.423 一 12.169
105 一 16.785 -1Z050
90 -17.038 -11.740

♦AO coefficients for n+ level.
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where j=(e++e_)/2 and splitting ratio, 薛=흐二으」, 

£+—£q 
are summarized in Table 5.
Very small TSI involved (vide infid) in pyrazine due to the 
long distance between the two n orbitals makes the magnitudes 
of these quantities eligible as measures of TBI. Inspection 
of Table 5 reveals that the magnitudes of these quantities 
and hence TBI increase with the degree of bond angle (a) 
distortion. We note that the e가lanc^ment of TBI is greater 
when both sides are subjected to bond angle distortion (group 
B), while introduction of a fused three membered ring on one 
side causes some reduction in TBI, (group C).

In 나te LCBO-MO method4, MOs 吗 are constructed as 
a linear combination of bonds, 4<antibonds,时,” and 
4<Ione pairs, n； which are in turn formed by the directed 
hybrid orbitals of sp3 and sp호 types.

屿= Z Cij Hj+ S Cik C讶 아* (1)

It is useful in this method to see what effect does the a or 
<7* have on the MO 聾 by eliminating a part of or the whole 
of a or <7* orbitals from the molecule. This type of technique 
was found useful specially in elucidating the importance 
of a* orbitals in conformational problems®.

In order to gain further information as to the effect of 
bond angte distortion on TBI of two n orbitals in pyrazine, 
we considered six structures (B)〜(G), in which a or 
or both are eliminated from a part of the molecule as indicated 
by dotted line in Figure 1.

TABLE 4: Vicinal Overlaps between n and Bonds a and Antibonds 
of a and d Calculated with LCBO-MO Method

a S
Sna Sna* Snd Sn妒

120 -0.095 0.063 -0.095 "0.062
105 -0.100 0.069 -0.091 -0.059
90 — 0.076 一 0,086 -0,056

The level changes and energy splittings of the symmetry 
adapted pair, n+ and n_, accompanied by these partial dele
tion9 are summarized in Table 6.

Three calc니ations for each structure in Figure 1 were 
performed: (i) with all bonds, a, eliminated, (ii) with both 
bonds and antibonds, <r*, eliminated, and (iii) with all 
antibonds eliminated, from the part concerned.

The structure A has no part deleted but considers two 
cases of bond angle a, 120° and 90°. It is seen from the 
Table 6 that bond angle distortion leads to depression of 
level (0.59 eV) more than to raise n+ level (0.43 eV).

In the structure B the two environment adjusted lone 
pairs are removed 하itirely from the rest of the molecule. 
As a res미t of distortion, the level of the HO-<r orbital of 
the a framework is seen to be slightly elevated relative to 
that for 나｝e undistorted structure. This seems to be in line 
with the enhanced interaction (TBI) with the n+ level due to

Figure 1. Undistorted, A and B with <x=120, and distorted, 
A 흐nd B with a=90 and (B)-(G), structures with partially 
이minated reg心ns shown (.......).

TABLE £ E心gy Spl岫흥 4E=타一虹 (eV), 侦metg Energy Ch^ge，(eV), and Splitting Ratio (SR)

a ZE £.v 如 $£ SR
MINDO/3 A 120 2.17 — — -0.43 2.3

105 2.42 一 8.92 -8.39 -0.53 2.5
95 259 -8.95 -8.35 -0.60 2.7
93 262 -8.92 -8.32 -0.61 2.7
90 266 -8.89 -8.27 一 0.62 2.8

B 120 2.17 一 8.86 -8.43 -0.43 고.3
105 2.63 一9.04 -8.44 -0.60 2.7
90 3.00 -9.09 — -0.73 2.9

C 120 3.08 -8.73 -7.83 -0.90 3.8
105 3.16 一 8.89 -7.98 一 09 3.8
90 3.16 一 8.96 一 8.09 -0.87 3.4

D di-CH3 2.23 一 8.65 -8.14 -0.51 2.7

STO-3G E 120 2.61 一 9.90 -9.04 -0.86 4.9
105 3.02 -10.05 -9.03 -1.02 5.2
90 3.48 -10.05 — -1.21 5.5

Gorup A: On。'ide distorted. B: Both sides distorted. C: One side has a fused three membered ring. D: 2,3-Dimethyl pyazine. E: One side 
distorted.



TABLE 6: Energy Levels of n+ and n_ and Energy Splirgy Spli
ttings for Various Partially Eliminated Structures

4 AE

A a=120 -16.44 -12.19 4.25
a=90 -17.03 一 11.76 5.27

B a=120 HO—0=— 15.13
a—90 HO—o=—14.53

deleted orbital

C (i) a -20.63 一 20.44 0.19
(ii) 어 p* 一 19.92 -20.11 0.19
(iii) <7* 一 16.33 -11.35 4.98

D (i) a -17.03 -14.18 2.85
(ii) 어2* 一 16.79 -14.18 2.61
(iii) 0* -16.79 -11.76 5.03

E (i)。 -17.03 ™ 17.69 -0.66
(ii) cH-tr* -16.60 -17.69 -1.09
(iii) 0* -16.60 -11.76 4.84

F (i) a -17.31 -15.24 2.07
(ii) 어 p# 一 16.65 -15.05 1.60

(iii) <7* -16.74 -11.65 5.09

G (i) a -17.12 -13.69 3.43
(ii) <더2* -16.93 一 13.69 3.54

(iii) <z* 一 16.68 -H.46 5.22

the energy gap narrowing.
In the structure C, lone pairs are attached to N atoms but 

N atoms are cut off from the molecule in the three ways, 
Lj (i), (ii) and (iii), as classified above. First of all, in the 
case (ii), we have the situation where only TSI is possible 
between 사le two n orbitals. The results are as expected from 
a pure TSI between two n orbitals relatively far apart; the 
level is lower than the n_ with very small energy splitting, 
JE=-0.19eV.
In the case (i) TBI is only possible over b* orbitals so that 
both lev이s are depressed, the n_ being depressed more than 
the so that the level order is reversed to below n+ with 
small AE value. When however TBI is allowed through 

이기y in the case (iii), both levels are elevated substan- 
tilly. In 나lis case the elevation of is more than twice of the 
elevation of level resulting in a large energy splitting of 
』E=4.98 eV. This indicates that nearly 95 % of the total 
TBI is attributable to the interaction of n orbitals with bonds 
©f a framework. In the distorted stricture, as a result of 
TBI, w_ is lowered only by 0.71 eV whereas is elevated as 
much as 8.76 eV. This is a natural consequence of narrow 
energy gap between n and 리O—。of 나】e a framework 
(Table 1) and the greater overlap between // and a compared 
to that between n and <7* (Ta비e 4).

For the structure D, it can be seen that the effect of 시imi・ 
nating g is emir어y on 〃+ whereas that of <7* is on The 
results for the structure E, on 나｝e other hand, indicates 나lat 
due to a drastic reduction of the n+ elevation eftect, the level 
ordering is reversed to 餐소 below level9. Hei e again the main 
cause of this lev어 order reversal is 나le 미iminalion of bond 
(<7) orbitals; elimination of a* alone does not cause appreci
able difference from 나tat of 나｝e structure D. The removal

Figure 2. F새。Patterns of <T-framework for benzene: S and 
A refer to symmetric and antisymmetric with respect to 
the plane perpendicular to m이ec니ar axis in clotted lines, res
pectively. Symmetry notations in parenthesis are symmetries 
with respect to the plane along molecular axis. Orbital notations 
signify e. g. aSl and af as the first symmetric a and symmetric 
<r* orbitials respectively.

of one s너e entirely from the molecule as in the structures 
F and G, causes no great change in the effect of n—a or 
为一。충 interaction relative to those in D, albeit TBI is somewhat 
greater in F compared with that in D.

It is however evident that TBI is more efficient via the 
distorted part (in G) than via 나拇 undistorted part (in F).

Finely we will examine LCBO-MOs of n+ and n_ levels 
for various structures with 0 or 濟 eliminated. We obtained 
FMO patterns of a framework using benzene as a model 
by carrying out the LCBO calculations with all the C-H 
bond deleted.
The patterns correspond to those obtained by the **C- 
approximation,'. As shown in Figure 2, the HOMOs and 
LUMOs form threefold degenerate (or near degenerate) 
levels. The HO-cr and LU-。* for the structure B, where 
lone-pairs are removed from the framework, 아icmld give 
(he same MO patterns. The LCBO-MO coefficients given in 
Table 7 confirms this correspondence.

If wc were to place h orbitals on the two carbons, or N 

atoms 효s in pyrazine, on the molecular axis shown by dotted 
lines, the symmetry with respect to the plane perpendicular 
to this axis should be the one to be considered in conjunction 
with the symmetry of 나k orbitals.

Since only orbitals with the same symmetry are allowed to 
interact, the two levels can be expressed as,

g. (S) = at + «2) + a^si++%勇 (2)



TABL^ 7: LCBO-MO Coefficients for n+ and «_ Orbitals of Various Partially Eliminated Structures 
风士刀 2) +C皿3杠紙6 +。4(皿士。34)+。5(。藍 士。45)+ +€7^ +C8 (ffj ±ffJ) +顷或±妹)

Cl c호 C3 c< cs C7 C9
A 0.468 -0.495 0.241 -0.171 -0.183 0.000 0.000 -0.025 -0.0730.627 0.000 0.000 0.218 -0.103 0.092 -0.079 -0.030 0.059
B a=120

HO-a 0.000 0.398 -0.398 0.187 -0.187 0.000 0.000 0.038 0.038LUtt* 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.029 一 0.029 0.349 0.350 -0.180 —0.179
a 그 90

HO-o 0.000 0.696 一 0.213 0.036 -0.226 0.000 0.000 0.021 0.047LUtt* 0.000 0.000 0.000 -0.021 0.019 0.047 0.136 0.259 一 0고36
C

<7 r+ 0.703 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 -0.019 -0.043|m- 0.699 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.104 一 0.078 -0.014 0.031
어疽

0.707
0.707

G* f!+ 0.482 0.486 0.238 -0.172 -0.199 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.0000.638 0.000 0.000 -0.204 -0.111 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
D

O f,+ 0.501 0.000 0.468 一 0.183 -0.114 0,000 0.000 -0.051 0.031
0.629 0.000 0.000 -0.210 -0.089 0.09 고 -0.080 -0.037 0.052

어P누 fn+ 0.501 0.000 0.468 -OJ83 -0.114 0.000 0.000 -0.051 0.031l«- 0.640 0.000 0.000 -0.213 一 0.128 0.000 -0.081 -0.028 0.050
<7* 0.469 0.495 0.241 -0.165 -0.189 0.000 0.000 -0.031 0.0670.640 0.000 0.000 -0.213 一 0.128 0.000 -0.081 -0.028 0.050

F
G 仁 0.512 0.000 0.478 0.000 0.223 0.000 0.000 -0.044 0.0230.438 0.000 0.000 0.000 -0.405 0.122 -0.041 -0.003 -0.024

<r+<7* fM+ 0.516 0.000 0.472 0.000 -0.233 0.000 0.000 -0.003 -0.0240.491 0.000 0.000 0.000 -0.406 0.000 -0.047 0.000 0.023
G* \n+ 0.473 0.488 0.243 -0.164 一 0.196 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.067

0.633 0.000 0.000 -0.224 -0.104 0.000 -0.083 0.000 0.053

=af («1-«2)+"2皈糸+佝‘0 为+七—4 (3)

where coefficients a； and a： are mixing coefficients given 

by 아le perturbation theory as a form 브一 ‘兰 罗 ； 〔hus 

the smaller the energy gap, and the larger the overlap, bet- 

ween two imera더ing orbitals, the greater the mixing. Based 
on 也海,we can immediately arrive at the following qualita- 
Uve conclusions, which are indeed substantiated as shown 
in Table 7.

S'〉M〉狱〉zj fr°m 唤吟 gap, (Figure 2).

and in general, &〉#, from overlap, (Table 4). We now see 
why both w+ and n_ can interact with both HO-<7 and 
LUp* in pyrazine (N=odd system) in contrary to the 
rules tabulated (for 사诅in compounds) in Table 1; due to 
degenerate FMOs involved in ring compounds (Figure 2), 
如(S) can interact with one of the LU-a* which has S 

symmetry and n-(A) with one of the HO~a of framework 
which has A symmetry as given in eqns (2) and (3).

Ta미e 7 아that the contribution of <723 increases dra
matically while that of a56 decreases as a res비i of bond 
angle distortion at the carbons 2 and 3 in 나le HOp frame
work MO (entry E). The interaction of n+ with the 니 

will thus be enhanced since the increase in。云 will increase 
〔he vicinal overlap between the two orbitals.

H is interesting to note that the 이imination of a in the 
structure D and F brings about an enhanced contribution of 
。糸 MO, i.e., increase in 衣in the orbital so that 

level is lowered to 바le level of structure A where no elimi- 
nation is involved. When however a* is eliminated from D, 
«+ level is fully restored to that of structure A, but 莅 

elimination from F does not restore the n+ level to that of 
structure A. 까Hs indicates that the (in D) is included 
in as orbitals but not in tr* orbital (Figure 2) which 
also mixes in to n+ level in eq (2).

We 바leref이conclude that although there is some mixing 
of HO-a into n_ and of LU-a* into n+ due to and ©孕 

(Figure 2), the main interactions arc those between ”+ 
and HO-<r and between and LU-a* as was found for 
chain compounds in Table 1.
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Superpl효stic alloys generally exhibit a three-stage sigmoidal varition of stress (f) with strain rate 任), the stages being named 
region 1,2 and 3 according to 나le increasing order of stress or strain rate. In the recent years, two different types of papers 
have been published on the plastic deformation of Zn-22% Al eutectoid in region I differing in strain-rate sensitivity m 
(=dln f/d\n s). In this paper, 나}e data of the two groups been analysed by applying Kim and Ree's theory of super-
plastic deformation. (1) We obtained the paramteric values Xtj/at3 and (g: grain boundary, j = l,2 indicating flow 
units) appearing in Ki미 and Ree*s theory [Eq. (2a)J. (2) It was found that the value ofXr2/ax2 is small for the group data 
with small i.e.. ar2> which is proportional to the size of flow unit g2, is large 가0bs q/ is small for the groups data 
with large m, i,e., the size of the flow unit g2 is small. In other words, the tWo types of behavior occur by the size different 
in the flow units. (3) From the 疆 value, which is proportional to the relaxation time of flow unit gj、the for the 
How process was calculated, 허서 found that 4H% is large for the group data with small m whereas it is small for the group 
data with large m. (4) The flow-unit growth was studied, but it was concluded that this effect is not so imporunt for diffe
rentiating the two groups.(5) The difference in ag2 and in the growth rate of flow units is caused by minute impurities, crystal 
faults, e/c., introduced in the sample preparation.

L Introduction

Suporplastic alloys generally exhibit a three-stage sigmoidal 
curve in the plot of log/(stress) vs. log s (strain rate). The 
Zn-22 % Al eutectoid is one of the best known superplastic 
alloys, and many studies have been carried out on this alloy.z 
Experiments on Zn-22 % Al eutectoid alloys have revealed 
marked differences in the low stress region 1 so that the 
published data are divided into two distinct types as shown 
in Figure 1. In Figure 1 curve A shows a normal sigmoidal 
type of superplastic deformation,1-3^ while curve B does 
not# 7, 종 that is, curve B has a higher strain-rate sensitivity 

(用f/dln s) than curve A over the range of low stresses, 
region 1. In spite of this obvious discrepancy in the strain-rate 
sensitivity, the two plastic deformations in the low stress 
region 1 show the same type of flow curves as will be shown 
later. In this paper much interests are paid on the superplastic 
deformation in the low stress region 1, 죠nd the behavior of 
superplastic deformation are analyzed according to the Kim- 
Ree theory.9 The reason for the appearance of the two 
different types mentioned above will be clarified.

X Theory

(猝)Analysis of Flow Curves. According to the Ree-Eyring 
theory,】。에2 the relation between stress and strain rate for 
dislocation movements are expressed as the following:

and

f=fd=£M 己sinh"4 (此温， 
“니 CLdi

(la)

祐=（슸阿“sinh ［（ 费秒），“ 시
(lb)

=(&") t sinh (aji 兀") (1c)

where

..一〃
(hl.)

and

⑶沪늭숬 源'）,“ (le)

Here, the subscript d represents dislocation, f is the tola) 
stress applied on a di시。cation slip plane, fd{ is the stress 
acting on the Zth kind of dislocation flow units, X& is the


